
PRODUCT OVERVIEW
The Amatis Controls Border Router (AMBR) is our wireless lighting control 
system communication gateway. AMBR communicates wirelessly with  
drivers, sensors and controllers to form a robust mesh network.

Every Amatis device connects to AMBR via our proprietary 6LoWireless protocol. AMBR uses this wireless 
communication to configure each device automatically to create a secure 6LoWireless mesh network.

AMBR connects to the web using a secure, encrypted VPN  
connection. It also uploads real-time data from each device 
to our web-based user interface—the Amatis Energy 
Dashboard—via Ethernet or cellular network connections.

AMBR’s solid-state design ensures the hardware is consistent 
and reliable. AMBR outperforms other routers on memory, 
stability, signal strength, functionality, and affordability.

Amatis Border Router
AMBR

Plug and play installation

LEDs indicate power and Internet status

Hosts up to 100 wireless devices

IPv6 addressable wireless nodes

Mesh communication up to 200 feet between nodes

Open source OS for third-party integration

Real-time data uploaded to the Energy Dashboard

Includes CAT5E cable

Includes DC Power Adapter

Communicates with all connected Amatis devices  
using secure IPv6 6LoWireless mesh network

Includes Ethernet connection for BACnet-over-IP 
integration, web-based Energy Dashboard access, 
scheduling, and real-time data capture

Includes AES 128-bit encryption and secure  
VPN connection to the Internet

Commissioning App easily commissions the border  
router and all devices on the mesh network

FEATURES

Communicates with all connected Amatis devices  
using secure IPv6 6LoWireless mesh network

Dual internal antennas provide robust signal strength  
and dependable communication

Single Ethernet port for LAN connectivity and 
management

Utilizes trusted electronics to prevent any  
interference from non-Amatis devices

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 



LIGHT INDICATOR REFERENCE TABLE
LED Flashing Solid Off

Green Processor boot-up
SUCCESS

Processor boot-up
SUCCESS

Processor
ERROR

Orange Off Line data logging
SUCCESS

Off Line logging
ERROR

Blue
Data logging and 

configuration enabled
SUCCESS

Data logging enabled
SUCCESS

Internet connection 
Error

ERROR

White Normal Operation

Red Power connection
SUCCESS

Power connection
ERROR

EXTERNAL INPUTS
Button “A”: Press and hold this button for 2 seconds to hard reset the AMBR. This functionality is the same 
as unplugging and plugging in the AMBR. Note: Do not press this button repeatedly upon AMBR startup.

Button “B”: Allows user to select between DHCP (selected by default) and Static IP address, or reset their  
AMBR. To adjust the following settings, first press the “B” button for 3 seconds. The white LED will begin 
to blink, indicating the AMBR is ready to receive the next inputs. Press the “B” button…

• 1 time to configure AMBR to DHCP.  Blue LED will illuminate
• 2 times to configure the AMBR to Static IP.  Orange LED will illuminate
• 3 times to exit configuration mode.  Green LED will illuminate.

Press and hold “B” button for 3 seconds to commit to selection.
The USB connection is disabled to the end user.

More information can be found in the AMBR manual in the  
resources section of the Amatis Website.

Complete Your System With:
Advanced Load Controller (ALC)

Smart Driver
Sensor MLTH

Switch
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The 6LoWireless mesh network is a robust communication 
system used by all Amatis Controls devices to communicate 
commands and data across the building. Each device is in 
constant communication with other devices in the network, 
thereby eliminating range limitations, creating a system that is  
fault-tolerant should one of the devices lose communication 
and allowing for a system that acts cohesively across zones.

The Amatis Border Router (AMBR) communicates with other 
devices in the network via 6LoWireless communication and 
then sends the data to the internet using ethernet or optional cellular connections. This aggregated data is  
available through the Amatis Energy Dashboard. Lastly, AMBR leverages this internet connection to the Amatis 
Commissioning App.

The Amatis communication system is built on IPv6 protocol standards: the language of the Internet. Utilizing 
standardized protocols allows Amatis to protect all of the data with the same 128-bit encryption used by banks,  
e-commerce and other secured websites. As security protocols for the entire Internet are updated, so are ours.  
This means all of your data is not just secure today, but always.



         PRODUCT OVERVIEW
The Amatis Controls Smart Driver is designed to operate and 
control a wide variety of LED fixtures and LED lamp retrofit kits.  
Our proprietary 6LoWireless communication technology enables  
advanced controls and dimming of the LEDs with available 
sensors and wireless switches.

Every Smart Driver includes an RJ12 port designed to connect with the Amatis Controls Sensor2 MLTH. When  
connected, the sensor can detect occupancy, vacancy, available daylight, temperature, and humidity levels within  
the sensing area. Then the sensor leverages the Smart Driver’s on-board 6LoWireless communication to transmit 
that data across the network.

LED Driver with Advanced Wireless Controls
Smart Driver

FEATURES
Plug and play installation 

Embedded 6LoWireless Communication 

Automatic commissioning with 6LoMesh 

Unique address enables direct communication

1CH for LED fixtures, 2CH for LED Tube Retrofits 

Short circuit and overload protection

Natural convection cooling 

LED status indicator 

RJ12 input for MLTH2 Sensor detecting motion, 
light, temperature and humidity

Output and Sensor Connection: Class 2



Complete Your System With:
Amatis Border Router (AMBR)

Sensor2 MLTH
Switch

DRIVER LED BEHAVIOR
Behavior Meaning

OFF No power 
(unless disabled)

Slow Blink Looking for network

Fast Blink In pairing mode

Solid Connected to AMBR
(normal)

Product Input Power 
Output

Current 
Output 

per 
Channel

Inrush Constant 
Current Efficiency THD Current 

Accuracy
Line 

Regulation

Wire Size 
for High 
Voltage 
Input

Wire 
Size for 

LED 
Output

Temperature
Range

DRIVER-36W-277V-1CH
1 Channel 90-277

VAC

50-60Hz

36W

620mA <20A at
120VAC

<40A at
277VAC

33-37V Up to 
81% <20% ± 5% ± 1% AWG 

12-20
AWG 
20-26

Ambient Temp:
-4°F to 104°F
-20°C to 40°C

DRIVER-36W-277V-2CH
2 Channel 310mA

DRIVER-36W-347V-1CH
1 Channel 347

VAC

50-60Hz

620mA

<55A at 
347VAC

DRIVER-36W-347V-2CH
2 Channel 310mA

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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The 6LoWireless mesh network is a robust communication 
system used by all Amatis Controls devices to communicate 
commands and data across the building. Each device is in 
constant communication with other devices in the network, 
thereby eliminating range limitations, creating a system that is  
fault-tolerant should one of the devices lose communication 
and allowing for a system that acts cohesively across zones.

The Amatis Border Router (AMBR) communicates with other 
devices in the network via 6LoWireless communication and 
then sends the data to the internet using ethernet or optional cellular connections. This aggregated data is  
available through the Amatis Energy Dashboard. Lastly, AMBR leverages this internet connection to the Amatis 
Commissioning App.

The Amatis communication system is built on IPv6 protocol standards: the language of the Internet. Utilizing 
standardized protocols allows Amatis to protect all of the data with the same 128-bit encryption used by banks,  
e-commerce and other secured websites. As security protocols for the entire Internet are updated, so are ours.  
This means all of your data is not just secure today, but always.



PRODUCT OVERVIEW
The Amatis Advanced Load Controller (ALC20) is a power load controller 
designed to run either individual fixtures or entire branches of lighting  
loads, including recessed lights, wall sconces and accent lights. The ALC20 
communicates wirelessly within our proprietary 6LoWireless protocol.

The ALC20 includes a relay to switch drivers and circuits on and off, as well  
as a 0-10V output able to control dimming of one or more drivers. Every  
ALC20 includes an RJ12 port designed to connect with the Amatis 
Controls Sensor2 MLTH. When connected, the sensor can detect 
occupancy, vacancy, available daylight, temperature, and humidity levels 
within the sensing area. Then the sensor leverages the ALC20’s on-board 
6LoWireless communication to transmit that data across the network.

The ALC20 is able to measure the amount of power passing through it to its controlled fixture or zone and then  
uses this information to track energy consumption and detect failed drivers or lamps.

20AMP Advanced Load Controller
ALC20

Plug and play installation

LEDs indicate power and network  
connection status

On-board power metering

Burnt bulb detection and alert

Mesh communication up to 200 feet  
between nodes

Unique IPv6 address

Open source OS for third-party integration

Real-time data uploaded to the  
Energy Dashboard

FEATURES
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The 6LoWireless mesh network is a robust communication 
system used by all Amatis Controls devices to communicate 
commands and data across the building. Each device is in 
constant communication with other devices in the network, 
thereby eliminating range limitations, creating a system that is  
fault-tolerant should one of the devices lose communication 
and allowing for a system that acts cohesively across zones.

The Amatis Border Router (AMBR) communicates with other 
devices in the network via 6LoWireless communication and 
then sends the data to the internet using ethernet or optional cellular connections. This aggregated data is  
available through the Amatis Energy Dashboard. Lastly, AMBR leverages this internet connection to the Amatis 
Commissioning App.

The Amatis communication system is built on IPv6 protocol standards: the language of the Internet. Utilizing 
standardized protocols allows Amatis to protect all of the data with the same 128-bit encryption used by banks,  
e-commerce and other secured websites. As security protocols for the entire Internet are updated, so are ours.  
This means all of your data is not just secure today, but always.

Complete Your System With:
Amatis Border Router (AMBR)

Sensor2 MLTH
Switch

Input Power 90-277VAC, 50/60Hz

Range Up to 200 ft

Dimming 0-10V, 1-10V Source or sink operation

Power Metering Accurate to within 5%

Temperature Range -15C (5F) to +55C (130F)

Enclosure Type 2, Plenum Rated

External Outputs On-board button for manual control

Output Class 2, 150mA @ 17VDC

Certifications FCC, UL 508 and UL 2043

Relay

Rating NO and NC contacts 20A at 120/240VAC

Rating NO contact 16A @ 277VAC 

Rating 1/2HP at 120/240VAC

Isolated Normally Open and Closed contacts 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

LED INDICATOR REFERENCE TABLE
Behavior Meaning

OFF No power 
(unless disabled)

Slow Blink Looking for network

Fast Blink In pairing mode

Solid Connected to AMBR
(normal)

* Violet and grey 0-10V wires should be capped off 
separately if not connected to fixture/load



PRODUCT OVERVIEW
The Amatis Controls Sensor1 MLTH communicates wirelessly with 
other connected Amatis devices using our proprietary 6LoWireless 
protocol to enable controls for vacancy, occupancy, daylight harvesting,  
temperature and humidity. The Sensor1 MLTH is a stand alone device 
that does not require a driver or controller to communicate with the 
6LoWireless mesh network. Amatis provides one of the smallest and 
most powerful combination motion and light sensors on the market.  

The Sensor1 MLTH can be installed flush into ceilings or walls and requires only two low-voltage power  
connections, making it a perfect option for standard AC applications with a power converter or DC micro-grids. 
Includes blinders to optimize detection region of motion sensor and ambient light sensor.

Mesh network enabled motion, light, temperature & humidity sensor
Sensor1 MLTH

Input Voltage 24VDC

Conductors 2 core connect between 9-30VDC

Communication 6LoWireless

Range 200 feet to nearest node

Temperature Range -20F to +100F (-28C to 37C)

Temperature Accuracy ±0.9°F from 59°F to 104°F (±0.5°C from 15°C to 40°C)

Humidity Accuracy +/- 3.5% rH from 20% to 80% rH

Detection Radius 5 meters

Detects Motion, Ambient Light, Temperature  
and Humidity

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

LED INDICATOR REFERENCE TABLE
Green LED: indicates powered but no motion detected 
Orange LED: indicates motion detected 



Complete Your System With:
Amatis Border Router (AMBR)

Detection Region Sensor Diagram
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The 6LoWireless mesh network is a robust communication 
system used by all Amatis Controls devices to communicate 
commands and data across the building. Each device is in 
constant communication with other devices in the network, 
thereby eliminating range limitations, creating a system that is  
fault-tolerant should one of the devices lose communication 
and allowing for a system that acts cohesively across zones.

The Amatis Border Router (AMBR) communicates with other 
devices in the network via 6LoWireless communication and 
then sends the data to the internet using ethernet or optional cellular connections. This aggregated data is  
available through the Amatis Energy Dashboard. Lastly, AMBR leverages this internet connection to the Amatis 
Commissioning App.

The Amatis communication system is built on IPv6 protocol standards: the language of the Internet. Utilizing 
standardized protocols allows Amatis to protect all of the data with the same 128-bit encryption used by banks,  
e-commerce and other secured websites. As security protocols for the entire Internet are updated, so are ours.  
This means all of your data is not just secure today, but always.



PRODUCT OVERVIEW
The Amatis Controls Sensor2 MLTH connects to the Amatis Smart 
Driver or the ALC via the included RJ12 leveraging their on-board 
6LoWireless communication to transmit occupancy, vacancy, daylight 
levels, temperature and humidity. Amatis provides one of the smallest  
and most powerful combination motion and light sensors on the market.  
The Sensor2 MLTH can be installed flush into the ceilings or walls, or 
attached directly to fixtures with an available mounting bracket.

The Sensor2 MLTH is designed to be used with the Amatis Controls Smart Driver or ALC. Includes blinders to 
optimize detection region of motion sensor and ambient light sensor.

Motion, light, temperature & humidity sensor with horizontal or vertical  RJ12 connection
Sensor2 MLTH-H, Sensor2 MLTH-V

Input Voltage 24VDC

Connection RJ12 port

Temperature Range  -20°F to +100°F (-28°C to +37°C)

Temperature Accuracy ±0.9°F from 59°F to 104°F (±0.5°C from 15°C to 40°C)

Humidity Accuracy +/- 3.5% rH from 20% to 80% rH

Detection Radius 5 meters

Detects Motion, Ambient Light, Temperature  
and Humidity

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

LED INDICATOR REFERENCE TABLE
Green LED: indicates powered but no motion detected 
Orange LED: indicates motion detected 



Complete Your System With:
Advanced Load Controller (ALC)

Amatis Border Router (AMBR)
Smart Driver

Detection Region Sensor Diagram
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The 6LoWireless mesh network is a robust communication 
system used by all Amatis Controls devices to communicate 
commands and data across the building. Each device is in 
constant communication with other devices in the network, 
thereby eliminating range limitations, creating a system that is  
fault-tolerant should one of the devices lose communication 
and allowing for a system that acts cohesively across zones.

The Amatis Border Router (AMBR) communicates with other 
devices in the network via 6LoWireless communication and 
then sends the data to the internet using ethernet or optional cellular connections. This aggregated data is  
available through the Amatis Energy Dashboard. Lastly, AMBR leverages this internet connection to the Amatis 
Commissioning App.

The Amatis communication system is built on IPv6 protocol standards: the language of the Internet. Utilizing 
standardized protocols allows Amatis to protect all of the data with the same 128-bit encryption used by banks,  
e-commerce and other secured websites. As security protocols for the entire Internet are updated, so are ours.  
This means all of your data is not just secure today, but always.



 PRODUCT OVERVIEW
The Amatis Controls Switch is a one-touch control interface  
designed specifically to work with our 6LoWireless lighting 
control system.

Each individually programmable Switch can control entire lighting 
zones or individual fixtures giving users instant control of their  

lighting systems. Users can easily turn lights on and off, press-and-hold for responsive dimming or create custom 
commands for preset lighting scenes.

The Amatis Switch is available in three different configurations; a low-voltage option that can be mounted 
in a gang box, a battery-powered option that can be mounted in a gang box or a battery-powered option 
that can be surface mounted.

Mesh network enabled battery powered switch with gang-mount or surface-mount case
SWITCH-B-GM, SWITCH-B-SM

Mesh network enabled 24V wire powered switch with gang-mount case
SWITCH-W-GM

FEATURES
Fits standard Decora® wall plate

Two-button switch for ON/OFF Control

Push and hold functionality for dimming

On-board indicator LED

Available with 24V power input

Range 75 feet to nearest node

Electrical 2x CR2450 3V coin cell batteries (included)

Battery Life 5+ years or 250,000 clicks

Environment 4F to 140F (-20°C to 60°C)

Trigger Actions Long/short press/release

Mounting Adhesive surface mount or gang box

Communications 6LoWireless

Compliance: FCC, ETL (pending)

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

1-GANG MOUNT SURFACE MOUNT



Complete Your System With:
Smart Driver

Advanced Load Controller (ALC)
Amatis Border Router (AMBR)

LED INDICATOR REFERENCE TABLE
LED Response LED illuminates when pressed

Reference Direction LED situated at “ON” side of switch
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The 6LoWireless mesh network is a robust communication 
system used by all Amatis Controls devices to communicate 
commands and data across the building. Each device is in 
constant communication with other devices in the network, 
thereby eliminating range limitations, creating a system that is  
fault-tolerant should one of the devices lose communication 
and allowing for a system that acts cohesively across zones.

The Amatis Border Router (AMBR) communicates with other 
devices in the network via 6LoWireless communication and 
then sends the data to the internet using ethernet or optional cellular connections. This aggregated data is  
available through the Amatis Energy Dashboard. Lastly, AMBR leverages this internet connection to the Amatis 
Commissioning App.

The Amatis communication system is built on IPv6 protocol standards: the language of the Internet. Utilizing 
standardized protocols allows Amatis to protect all of the data with the same 128-bit encryption used by banks,  
e-commerce and other secured websites. As security protocols for the entire Internet are updated, so are ours.  
This means all of your data is not just secure today, but always.



PRODUCT OVERVIEW
The slim profile and easy installation make this 2x2 LED panel light 
retrofit kit with the integrated Amatis Smart Driver perfect for replacing 
older fluorescent fixtures.  

The Amatis Controls Smart Driver is designed with our proprietary  
6LoWireless communication technology that enables advanced controls 
and dimming of the LEDs with available sensors and wireless switches.

Every Smart Driver includes and RJ12 port designed to connect with the  
Amatis Controls Sensor2 MLTH. When connected, the sensor can detect  
occupancy, vacancy, available daylight, temperature, and humidity levels 
within the sensing area. Then the sensor leverages the Smart Driver’s 
on-board 6LoWireless communication to transmit that data across the 

network. These retrofit kits can be further enhanced by attaching a Sensor2 MLTH for occupancy, daylight 
harvesting, temperature and humidity sensing, and/or by including an emergency driver with the fixture.

Mesh network enabled LED fixture
2x2 LED Panel

Life span: 50,000 hours 

Beam angle: 120°  

Color Temperature: 3500K-5000K

No UV/IR light 

Environment friendly, hazardous substances free 

Silver Aluminum frame standard (white powder coated option available) 

Plug and play installation 

Embedded 6LoWireless Communication 

Automatic commissioning with 6LoMesh 

Unique address enables direct communication 

Real time communication with cloud and app

Short circuit and overload protection 

Natural convection cooling 

LED status indicator on Smart Driver 

RJ12 input for Sensor2 MLTH detecting motion, light, temperature and humidity 

FEATURES



Complete Your System With:
Amatis Border Router (AMBR)

Sensor2 MLTH
Switch
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The 6LoWireless mesh network is a robust communication 
system used by all Amatis Controls devices to communicate 
commands and data across the building. Each device is in 
constant communication with other devices in the network, 
thereby eliminating range limitations, creating a system that is  
fault-tolerant should one of the devices lose communication 
and allowing for a system that acts cohesively across zones.

The Amatis Border Router (AMBR) communicates with other 
devices in the network via 6LoWireless communication and 
then sends the data to the internet using ethernet or optional cellular connections. This aggregated data is  
available through the Amatis Energy Dashboard. Lastly, AMBR leverages this internet connection to the Amatis 
Commissioning App.

The Amatis communication system is built on IPv6 protocol standards: the language of the Internet. Utilizing 
standardized protocols allows Amatis to protect all of the data with the same 128-bit encryption used by banks,  
e-commerce and other secured websites. As security protocols for the entire Internet are updated, so are ours.  
This means all of your data is not just secure today, but always.



PRODUCT OVERVIEW
This hi-bay fixture replaces outdated, high power consumption fixtures 
with a150W-watt LED hi-bay fixture that delivers up to 19,500 lumens. 
It is a perfect solution for warehouses, garages, storage facilities, retail, 
light industrial, tunnels and stadiums.

Every hi-bay fixture is equipped with the Amatis Advanced Lighting 
Controller (ALC), a power load controller designed to communicate 
wirelessly within our proprietary 6LoWireless protocol.

The ALC includes a relay to switch drivers and circuits on and off, as 
well as a 0-10V output able to control dimming. Every ALC includes 

an RJ12 port designed to connect with the Amatis Controls Sensor2 MLTH. When connected, the sensor can  
detect occupancy, vacancy, available daylight, temperature, and humidity levels within the sensing area. Then 
the sensor leverages the ALC’s on-board 6LoWireless communication to transmit that data across the network.

The ALC is able to measure the amount of power passing through it to its controlled fixture or zone and then 
uses this information to track energy consumption and detect failed drivers or lamps.

Mesh network enabled LED hi-bay fixture
Hi-Bay Retrofit Kit

Powder coated Die-cast aluminum 

Anti-glare with polycarbonate lens with precision 
individual optics for uniform illumination 

Three mounting options: Hanging, Chain or  
Yoke Bracket

Simple installation with wireless controls

LEDs indicate power and internet status

Mesh communication up to 200 feet between nodes

IPv6 addressable wireless nodes

Real-time data uploaded to the Energy Dashboard

FEATURES

Light Output Efficiency 130lm/W 

Color Temperature 3000K, 4000K, 5000K, 5700K, 6500K 

Power Consumption 150W 

CRI 70 CRI  

Comparable 450W PSMH 

Fixture Dimensions 15”diam.  x 8.3” tall (38 diam. x 21 cm tall)

Shipping Weight 19.5 lbs (8.8kg) 

Lifespan Estimated >62,000 hours of maintenance-free  
operation to L70 

Input Voltage Universal (120V through 277V Operation) 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS



Complete Your System With:
Amatis Border Router (AMBR)

Sensor2 MLTH
Switch
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The 6LoWireless mesh network is a robust communication 
system used by all Amatis Controls devices to communicate 
commands and data across the building. Each device is in 
constant communication with other devices in the network, 
thereby eliminating range limitations, creating a system that is  
fault-tolerant should one of the devices lose communication 
and allowing for a system that acts cohesively across zones.

The Amatis Border Router (AMBR) communicates with other 
devices in the network via 6LoWireless communication and 
then sends the data to the internet using ethernet or optional cellular connections. This aggregated data is  
available through the Amatis Energy Dashboard. Lastly, AMBR leverages this internet connection to the Amatis 
Commissioning App.

The Amatis communication system is built on IPv6 protocol standards: the language of the Internet. Utilizing 
standardized protocols allows Amatis to protect all of the data with the same 128-bit encryption used by banks,  
e-commerce and other secured websites. As security protocols for the entire Internet are updated, so are ours.  
This means all of your data is not just secure today, but always.



PRODUCT OVERVIEW
The Amatis Controls T8 LED Retrofit Kit is designed to replace existing 
inefficient fluorescent tube lamps and ballasts. Included in each retrofit kit  
are 2 high efficiency LED tubes and 1 Amatis Smart Driver with proprietary 
6LoWireless communication technology, enabling advanced controls and  
dimming of the LEDs. These kits can be further enhanced by adding a 
Sensor2 MLTH for motion, light, temperature, and humidity sensing. 

The 6LoWireless communication protocol used by all Amatis smart nodes  
enables seamless communication of occupancy detection or daylight levels 
across every light in the complete mesh network, enabling intelligent 
response from the system. Use the Amatis Commissioning App to easily 

group lights into zones which can either be controlled remotely with the smartphone app or with an optional 
wireless switch.

Two Tube LED Kit with Available Sensor
T8 Retrofit Kit

FEATURES
Embedded 6LoWireless™ communication module

Simple wiring for quick installation

Excellent Color Rendering (CRI: 94+)

High Efficiency (PF >0.95)

Individually addressable devices for grouping & zones

Lumen package up to 105 lm/W

G13 medium bi-pin endcaps on T8 Tubes

Plug in Sensor2 MLTH for motion, light, humidity and  
temperature detection

Easy solution for code compliance

Real-time data uploaded to Amatis Energy Dashboard

Reports energy savings & tracks return on investment

Tube Length 4 ft. (1200mm)

Input Voltage 90-277VAC or 347VAC (50-60Hz)

Input Current 0.28A @120V, 0.12A @277V, 0.09A @347V

Light Source 4000K ± 300K (Contact Amatis for more options)

Brightness 3780 lm ± 200, Beam Angle: 135° ± 3°

Life Span > 50,000 hrs (L70)

Sensor Output Class 2, 24VDC, 30mA max, RJ12 port

Working Temperature 14°F to 140°F / 10°C to 40°C

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS



Complete Your System With:
Amatis Border Router (AMBR)

Sensor2 MLTH
Switch
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The 6LoWireless mesh network is a robust communication 
system used by all Amatis Controls devices to communicate 
commands and data across the building. Each device is in 
constant communication with other devices in the network, 
thereby eliminating range limitations, creating a system that is  
fault-tolerant should one of the devices lose communication 
and allowing for a system that acts cohesively across zones.

The Amatis Border Router (AMBR) communicates with other 
devices in the network via 6LoWireless communication and 
then sends the data to the internet using ethernet or optional cellular connections. This aggregated data is  
available through the Amatis Energy Dashboard. Lastly, AMBR leverages this internet connection to the Amatis 
Commissioning App.

The Amatis communication system is built on IPv6 protocol standards: the language of the Internet. Utilizing 
standardized protocols allows Amatis to protect all of the data with the same 128-bit encryption used by banks,  
e-commerce and other secured websites. As security protocols for the entire Internet are updated, so are ours.  
This means all of your data is not just secure today, but always.



PRODUCT OVERVIEW
Easy installation make this 2x2 or 2x4 LED troffer light retrofit kit with the  
integrated Amatis Smart Driver perfect for replacing older fluorescent  
fixtures installed in suspended grid ceilings. These troffers come available 
with emergency lighting power packs.  

The Amatis Controls Smart Driver is designed with our proprietary  
6LoWireless communication technology that enables advanced controls 
and dimming of the LEDs with available sensors and wireless switches.

Every Smart Driver includes an RJ12 port designed to connect with the  
Amatis Controls Sensor2 MLTH. When connected, the sensor can detect 

occupancy, vacancy, available daylight, temperature, and humidity levels within the sensing area. Then the sensor  
leverages the Smart Driver’s on-board 6LoWireless communication to transmit that data across the network.

Mesh network enabled LED fixture
2x2 and 2x4 Troffer Retrofit Kit

Beam angle: 120°

Color Temperature: 3000K-5000K

Plug and play installation  

Embedded 6LoWireless Communication 

Automatic commissioning with 6LoMesh 

Unique address enables direct communication  

Real time communication with cloud and app  

Short circuit and overload protection  

Natural convection cooling 

LED status indicator on Smart Driver  

RJ12 input for Sensor2 MLTH detecting  
motion, light, temperature and humidity 

FEATURES

Maximum
Overall A B C D

2x2ft 603mm 590mm 580mm 70mm

2x4ft 1213mm 590mm 1190mm 70mm



Complete Your System With:
Amatis Border Router (AMBR)

Sensor2 MLTH
Switch

FIXTURE OVERVIEW

Length CRI Wattage
(description)

Dimmable
(description)

Lumens
3000-5000K

2x2ft

>80

25W

0-10V 
dimming

3125 lm

30W 3750 lm

40W 5000 lm

2x4ft

35W 4375 lm

40W 5000 lm

55W 6875 lm

www.amatiscontrols.com

The 6LoWireless mesh network is a robust communication 
system used by all Amatis Controls devices to communicate 
commands and data across the building. Each device is in 
constant communication with other devices in the network, 
thereby eliminating range limitations, creating a system that is  
fault-tolerant should one of the devices lose communication 
and allowing for a system that acts cohesively across zones.

The Amatis Border Router (AMBR) communicates with other 
devices in the network via 6LoWireless communication and 
then sends the data to the internet using ethernet or optional cellular connections. This aggregated data is  
available through the Amatis Energy Dashboard. Lastly, AMBR leverages this internet connection to the Amatis 
Commissioning App.

The Amatis communication system is built on IPv6 protocol standards: the language of the Internet. Utilizing 
standardized protocols allows Amatis to protect all of the data with the same 128-bit encryption used by banks,  
e-commerce and other secured websites. As security protocols for the entire Internet are updated, so are ours.  
This means all of your data is not just secure today, but always.


